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Manchester: The Second City
In 1760, Great Britain, among other surrounding countries, transitioned to a new
manufacturing process known as the Industrial Revolution. As defined by Oxford Reference, the
Industrial Revolution was the “rapid development of industry that occurred in Britain in the late
18th and 19th centuries, brought about by the introduction of machinery. It was characterized by
using steam power, the growth of factories, and the mass production of manufactured goods”
(Oxford Reference).1 The Industrial Revolution impacted the world by transforming businesses,
the economy, and society. Prior, most European countries had economies that were strictly
dominated by farming and artisan crafts. In further years, following the late 19th century into the
early 20th century, the Second Industrial Revolution transpired. It was a phase of rapid scientific
discovery and mass production. In the late 1900s, the Third Industrial Revolution struck and was
greatly known for transforming automation and digitization through electronics and computers.
The invention of the internet was also introduced. However, at the start of WWI in 1914, the
persistent rise of the industrial revolution came to an end, dismantling the extensive
technological, socioeconomic, and geopolitical changes around the world.
In the early 19th century, during the start of the Industrial Revolution, Manchester—
located in North West United Kingdom2—had an astounding growth in their cotton industry–due
to the decline of Dhaka, Bangladesh, and other older textile centers–which drove the town’s
expansion, putting it at “the heart of a global network of manufacturing and trade” (Science
Industry Museum).3 Textiles were the leading cause of the emerging industrial city of
Manchester, producing goods of all categories. This brought in lots of young men and women
from the countryside in hopes to find work in the new factories and mills. At the start of the 18th
century, there was a population of fewer than 10,000. Due to the rise in industrial and economic
changes, the population grew dramatically, recording around 700,000 people in Manchester. It
became known as the “Second City” in Britain.
Second cities are a place of location that have persistent, ongoing global interaction
across several social domains. As Jerome Hodos describes in Second City, their role of global
prominence includes “manufacturing and the economy in general, international, migration,
cultural innovation, and production, but not international finance…engage in repeated efforts to
build transportation infrastructure to enhance their global connections, and…gradually elaborate
a specifically second city urban identity through giant cultural planning projects” (Second
Cities).4 In comparison, global cities are the center of new ideas and innovations in business,
economics, culture, and politics–in other words, they focus on corporate headquarters, producer
services, or global finance as the key activity. They also obtain hierarchical power– “the
distribution of power across cities if fundamentally unequal,” exercising dominance over
activities in other cities (Second Cities).5 In short, a second city is the broad space between a
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global city and a marginalized city. Manchester’s rise implicated the home of the Industrial
Revolution and, as a result, became heavily populated with factories and workers who dominated
the economies of surrounding mill towns.
Over time, Manchester developed large firms and overall concentration in more advanced
service industries within healthcare and overall higher education. However, Manchester
struggled to maintain the position of a second city due to major challenges. With such a drastic
increase in population, Manchester became very dirty, noisy, over-crowded, and started
producing social stratifications. Working conditions were filthy and dangerous. There were no
labor laws, meaning men, women, and children could work extensive hours with little to no
regulation for safety, health, or overall well-being. Once efforts to maximize profits grew faster
than the labor union movements, the relations between factory owners and their workers began
to decline. With such a high increase in population and motivation to work at factories, housing
opportunities could not keep up with the intensity of the consistent movement coming into the
city.
Health and hygiene became a great issue as mills and factories ran on coal, creating black
clouds that covered the city. Streets were covered in horse fecal matter, supplies became scarcer,
food was minimal and more commonly received from soup kitchens, the water supply was
always insufficient so citizens would collect rainwater and use that for cooking and cleaning
(Industrial Manchester).6 Then, in the mid-20th century around the period of WW2, Manchester
saw a decline in their industrial importance, resulting in a depression in social and economic
conditions. The greatest impact from WWII on Manchester was the Manchester Blitz, resulting
in an estimated 684 deaths and more than 2,000 injured. This mass destruction of Manchester
and its surrounding areas in Northwest England introduced a turn in industrialism and
modernization. With new manufacturing in a transforming city, the future of Manchester has
opened to the creation of infrastructure and entertainment.

Manchester Blitz
Manchester was a major center of aircraft manufacturing during WWII which made it a
perfect target for German bombers. For several months prior, the Luftwaffe–the aerial-warfare
branch of the German Wehrmacht before and during WWII–dropped bombs on London and
other strategic cities across Britain. Adolf Hitler ordered the attacks after the British carried out a
similar nighttime air raid on Berlin. The name “the Blitz” started after the German word
blitzkrieg, meaning “lightning war.” Manchester experienced smaller raids before the Blitz
which destroyed hundreds of infrastructures including factories, homes, transportation, etc. On
the night of December 22nd-24th in 1940, Manchester was attacked under a pattern of hitting
cities on consecutive nights as a tactic. An Imperial War Museum educated on the Manchester
Blitz wrote that this tactic was increasingly “used by the Luftwaffe to inflict maximum
disruption and destruction on its targets. On the first night of raids, 272 tons of explosive bombs
were dropped. The following night, another 195 tons of high explosives hit the city” (The
Google Sites. “Industrial Manchester, England; 1760-1825 - ils202_fall11.” Accessed April 20,
2022.
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Manchester Blitz).7 The city’s infrastructures were greatly affected, resulting in damaged train
stations, bus stations, major roads in the city being blocked by debris from damaged buildings,
bomb craters, and unexploded bombs. Infrastructure seemed to be the major target during this
war. In fact, a local newspaper of Northeast England called The Evening Chronicle, reported on
the aerial bombardment, stating, “The Blitz has come again to the North, following the usual
Nazi pattern of concentrating not on military objects but on ancient and historic buildings,
business premises, and residential areas” (War Torn, 125).8 Furthermore, hospitals, shelters,
shops, commercial buildings, etc., were all damaged or destroyed the night of the Blitz. Robert
Kee, a British airman, kept a diary following his experiences and claimed that “the aim of the
Germans, ‘as Manchester is now able to judge’, was to terrorize and cause dislocation” (War
Torn, 126).9 In other local and worldwide newspapers, they minimized the destruction of
factories and the city's infrastructure along with the number of casualties. Their main efforts
were to demonstrate the success of air defenses: all these distortions were set up to maintain
morale and diminish the enemy.
The Post-Blitz prompted the desire of the community to “carry on” with traditional
Christmas festivities at home and to make things somewhat normal. However, with such an
intense loss of churches, chapels, hospitals, schools, and other various infrastructures, the city of
Manchester was motivated to improve the mood in the city. In a British daily newspaper called
the Manchester Guardian, the talk of building a new Manchester was prompted by the Royal
Institute of Builders and Architects, Mr. W.H. Ansell. Paraphrased in the newspaper, Ansell
stated that “The dictators would be entirely dissatisfied if they knew that the result of their
destructiveness had been to create a high resolve to build better cities and better lives” (War
Torn, 131).10 A reporter visited a site where nearly 1,000 people were made homeless by the
bombing. At one center, a 69-year-old widow said that she had been “‘sleeping warm and
comfortable’” (War Torn, 131).11 At the time, civilians found it fairly easy to adjust to the
circumstances they were living in, knowing that there was some sort of renovation in place.
However, not too long after the Blitz, there was an unexpected prosperity in surrounding areas of
Manchester which initiated a rise in inquiries with the object of taking over vacant properties.
For example, around Oxford Road, which takes you into the heart of Manchester city, had an
estimated 100 houses and shops that were empty. Firms moved quickly to claim the properties
and potentially make it a boom for one of the city’s main thoroughfares. This furthered into 12
investment, gentrification, and rebranding in the following centuries. It reinvigorated Manchester
as a post-industrial city that offered multiple opportunities in sporting, broadcasting, and
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educational institutions. Furthermore, these changes impacted the overall growth of the city and
the change in societal expectations which altered infrastructure to become more modern.

Urbanization and Modernization
Human populations are increasing in masses every day. When the population starts to
increase, small groups of individuals begin to form boroughs that turn into communities which
populate into cities, states, and countries. This growth illustrates the way of organizing labor to
another individual. The population in Manchester has become more industrialized over the past
centuries and, as a result, it brings in more people. This process is known as urbanization. The
large-scale industrialization is what caused cities to boom, attracting people with jobs in
manufacturing and professions as well as an increase in opportunities for education and
entertainment. Urbanization is often used to reference countries that are currently in the process
of industrialization and urbanization, yet urbanization is happening all over the world. Urban
areas are continuing to grow with the population as well as opportunities to work.
As defined by Oxford Reference, modernization is the “process of adapting something to
modern needs or habits” (Oxford Reference)13. After suffering from heavy bombings causing
mass destruction, the growth pattern was driven by structural change that was accompanied by
an increase of economic growth. Manchester is a city in transition that is still being redeveloped,
author H.B. Rodgers argued. In Rodgers' article, he mentioned that Manchester’s “dependence
on the insecure base of the textile industries is declining with the growth of a much broader
economic structure” (Manchester)14. Building a broader economic system meant trading
transportable goods on an international scale. Due to the transformation of an urbanized and
modernized city, Manchester expanded from being a textile industry. To compare, Saad E.M.
Ibrahim illustrates urbanization and modernization: “Urbanization is redistributional shifts of
population from the countryside to towns and cities…Modernization is more an elusive term to
define. As a process, however, it is more commonly implied by economic development
(particularly industrialization), attitudinal changes toward greater acceptability of innovations,
rationality, and the diffusion of the scientific outlook among most of the population in society”
(Urbanization and Modernization)15. In other words, urbanization is the process of the formation
and growth of cities whereas modernization is a societal alteration and/or addition that is more
contemporary. In a continually populated city, Manchester is now greatly known for its
nightclubs, extensive libraries, and its famous sporting history. The city also holds major
skylines which represent the modern structures that entertain the historical streets. The growth of
Oxford Reference
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the Collegiate Church, later as the Cathedral, was the highest structure for centuries, climbing
close to 100 feet.
As the infrastructure evolved, the way of living transformed in a more reluctant way–
gentrifying the city. Richard J. Williams, in the ‘Places Journal,’ illustrated the city's present
lifestyle and where they are struggling; “the lock-keepers’ cottages are now pubs offering
artisanal spirits, and where the old warehouses are now loft-style apartments. Meanwhile not far
away there are the remaining voids, the cleared lots that are the vestiges of postwar demolition.
Finally, there is the currently dominant narrative of high-rise, high-density redevelopment. All
these disparate parts invite reflection on the future of their interactions” (Manchester After
Engles)16. The entrepreneurial turn in Manchester highlights the societal influences on a location
in which the need to make room for appealing monuments must result in the act of changing
poor urban areas into a more refined, modern place. But it will not stop there. The future of
Manchester continues to move into a more modernization civilization in which transportation
reforming; expanding the Manchester airport, investing in trains across the region along with
cycling and walking routes, all to make traveling more efficient; improving digital infrastructure
and networks; and adding a Northern Power Rail, which is a major rail program designed to
enhance economic potential in North England (Pro-Manchester)17. In terms of structures, four
new skyscrapers are in the plan to be built in Manchester city center with over 500 hundred car
parking spaces, gyms, residents’ gardening, and a business lounge. An initial contribution was
made towards affordable housing around the city with hopes to build a new school in hopes to
improve the public realm (Evening News)18. Through urbanization and modernization,
Manchester is a growing city that is establishing new cultures through high-density
redevelopment.

Conclusion
Manchester has an everlasting history of damage over centuries of mass bombing due to
backlash of WWII. The rise of the Industrial Revolution was also a great factor which caused a
dramatic increase in population due to the influx of the textile industry, encouraging young men
and women from the countryside to find work in the new factories and mills. After facing several
adversities, this persistent transforming city strives to be a crucial contributor in the management
of global development and the process of urbanizing the city. As defined by Oxford Reference,
globalization is “the process by which businesses or other organizations develop international
influence or start operating on an international scale” (Oxford Reference)19. Through
Williams, Richard J. “Manchester: History of the Present.” Places Journal, June 1, 2020.
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globalization, Manchester is helping form the world and assist in the overall operation of
international relations. With that, the urbanization and modernization in Manchester has given
the city its own claim to create their own unique place in the world via infrastructure,
entertainment, traditional habits, etc. However, in the perspective of the people who live in
Manchester and are living in the developing city, they seem to be struggling with these drastic
changes. In a recent article in Manchester Evening News, resident Saud Sheikh stated that her
“daughter has become asthmatic since [they] moved here [from Somalia three years ago]. The
pollution is bad. You can hear the traffic even when you close the windows. Other than that, we
are happy here” (Manchester Evening News)20. In another interview with a man named Lewis
Armstrong, who has been living in the area for about 18 months (about 1 and a half years) now,
noted that “It is nice living here. It’s as sleepy as you can get and still be in town. Some people
keep to themselves but the people I talk to are friendly.” Lewis is a fan of the skyscrapers yet
worries about the future: “It doesn’t feel like anyone here has any control. As an aesthetic, I quite
like the skyscrapers but eventually it’s going to encroach on us” (Manchester Evening News)21.
Manchester has not yet evolved but the future is clear; produce a modern city that sustains the
heightened population rate. The question that stands, however, is how will this urbanized and
modernized city sustain the people who live there?
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